FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SEMPULSE ANNOUNCED AS WINNER AT MASSCHALLENGE TEXAS, ACCELERATING
THEIR LIFE SAVING MEDICAL PLATFORM’S DEPLOYMENT WITH THE US MILITARY
Austin, Texas, August 16, 2018 – Sempulse is a transformative health care solution that
provides medical grade efficacy with low cost deployment of a wireless, miniature bio
sensor solution offering real-time vital signs monitoring in seconds on anyone,
anywhere - inside or outside of hospitals.
Mike Millard, Managing Director of MassChallenge Texas said, “Sempulse came into our
cohort with a phenomenal and already patented idea. They have been a highly-engaged
part of our community who leveraged our team, our participants, and our expert
community worldwide. It has been exciting to see their progress over the last 6 months
and to see this life saving technology come to market. Many companies say they can
save lives, but Sempulse delivers on that promise in a tangible fashion across the
healthcare system with a medical device, software, and platform that allows first
responders and doctors to continuously monitor key vital signs and save lives by
detecting internal bleeding and more using their machine learning Life Analytics
platform.”
Sempulse CEO Kurt Stump remarked, “The inaugural MassChallenge Texas cohort has so
many great companies and amazing leaders. It is an incredible honor to accept this
award on behalf of our team. MCTX challenged us, but also gave us the necessary tools,
mentorship, and experience to raise funds and bring us to market. As a member of
MassChallenge, we have connected with leaders and experts worldwide making our
business model, go to market strategy, and production capabilities even stronger.”
Mass Challenge
MassChallenge is a global network of zero-equity startup accelerators. Headquartered in
the United States with locations in Boston, Israel, Mexico, Switzerland, Texas, and the
UK, MassChallenge is committed to strengthening the global innovation ecosystem by
supporting high-potential startups across all industries, from anywhere in the world. To
date, more than 1,500 MassChallenge alumni have raised more than $3 billion in
funding, generated more than $2 billion in revenue, and created more than 80,000 total
jobs. Learn more about MassChallenge at www.masschallenge.org.
Sempulse
Sempulse has a medical device and AI platform with offices in San Diego and Austin. A
patented, non-invasive vital signs sensor adheres to the back of the ear and acquires

patients’ 5 major vital signs. That’s cuffless blood pressure, pulse oximetry, heart rate,
respiratory rate, and core body temperature, plus geolocation and a wealth of
additional information. They have developed their technology working with the
Department of Defense, who determined that over half of the US fatalities in Iraq and
Afghanistan were potentially survivable. The sensors are equally capable in the civilian
markets with applications ranging from mass casualty, to NICU, chronic disease, postoperative, telemedicine and remote monitoring. More information can be found at
www.sempulse.com
###
If you would like more information about this topic or to speak with the CEO, please
email pr@sempulse.com.
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